The physical dimensions of standard cells constrain the dimensions of power networks, affecting the on-chip power noise. An exploratory modeling methodology is presented for estimating power noise in advanced technology nodes. The models are evaluated for 14, 10, and 7 nm technologies to assess the impact on performance. Scaled technologies are shown to be more sensitive to power noise, resulting in potential loss of performance enhancements achieved by scaling. Stripes between local track rails is evaluated as a means to reduce power noise, exhibiting up to 56.5% improvement in power noise for the 7 nm technology node. A strong dependence on the width of a stripe is observed, indicating that fewer wide stripes are more favorable then many thin stripes. As a promising alternative material for power network interconnects, graphene is shown to exhibit good potential in reducing power noise. The effects of different scaling scenarios of local power rails on power noise are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Technology development for modern integrated circuits is a complex process that balances speed and power consumption with circuit density, manufacturability, and process yield [11] . Classical scaling theory predicts that the global interconnects are the dominant limitation to performance as compared to local interconnects, which scales with lithographic improvements [1, 2, 11, 13] . Local interconnect scaling, however, is unlikely to significantly lower RC delay. The resistivity of individual metal lines increases superlinearly as the minimum feature size shrinks [3] .
Physical design information is typically unavailable during technology development. Lithographic constraints, device parameters, and standard cells are typically developed Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. without a clear understanding of post-manufactured IC behavior. As a result, the resistance of a local power network is often constrained early in the design process. To maintain system performance under these constraints, aggressive global power grid design methodologies are required to reduce power noise [5] . To assess the impact of technology development, a procedure is described here for analyzing current distribution in standard cell CMOS circuits with little initial information of the process technology, enabling early projections of power noise and current distribution.
The paper is organized as follows. Background information is presented in Section 2. The modeling approach is discussed in Section 3. Power noise for different technology nodes, stripe conditions, interconnect materials, and power rail scaling scenarios are discussed in Section 4, followed by some conclusions in Section 5 and acknowledgments in Section 6.
BACKGROUND
The trend of resistivity changes in on-chip interconnects as technology is scaled is discussed in Section 2.1. The structure and impedance characteristics of power networks are presented in Section 2.2. The topology of a standard cell circuit influences the design and switching activity of the power network, and, therefore, an overview of the structure is provided in Section 2.3.
On-chip interconnect resistance
As interconnects scale to more advanced technology nodes, highly resistive interconnects degrade performance improvements due to faster devices and greater integration. The resistivity of copper, used in traditional on-chip interconnects, sharply increases as the metal line pitch decreases [14] . Local power and ground rails therefore become significantly more resistive due to the "resistivity wall" phenomenon resulting in a more challenging power network design process.
Replacing copper with low resistivity materials in power grids is one way to reduce the effect of the "resistivity wall." Due to the excellent conductivity of both heat and electricity, graphene has been considered for different applications [8, 10] . Silver is another material whose bulk level resistivity is lower than copper. The thin film resistivity of two materials, silver and graphene, has been investigated, respectively, in [6, 9] . A comparison of the resistivity of different material with interconnect width scaling is illustrated in Figure 1 . The thin film resistivity of silver increases significantly at 50 nm, and eventually becomes larger than copper as the metal line pitch is scaled to 10 nm. Graphene exhibits higher resistivity than copper when the metal line pitch is small (from 40 nm to 10 nm).
Power grids
The resistance of power metal lines is also affected by the structure of the power grids. A power grid is a hierarchical structure consisting of power (VDD) and ground (VSS) backmetal pads, a global interdigitated mesh, and local power and ground rails, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Four backmetal pads produce an effective global VDD or VSS mesh, as illustrated in Figure 2 (a). Each pad is connected to several pairs of power and ground pairs (P/G pair) within a global power mesh. Each metal layer in the mesh consists of parallel P/G pairs separated from adjacent pairs by tens of micrometers. Metal layers are oriented orthogonal to the adjacent layers to create a mesh structure. The impedance of the global mesh, therefore, typically exhibits low resistance and significant inductance.
Standard cell tracks are patterned beneath the grid with local power and ground rails (track rails) placed horizontally between each P/G pair, as illustrated in Figure 2 (b). The track rail impedances are dominated by the metal resistance and decoupling capacitance. On-chip power noise is due to switching on the track rails with the largest contribution arising from the clocked gates and buffers placed throughout the IC [7] .
Standard cell design
An individual standard cell track is structured as a row with a substrate region patterned between the power and ground rails, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Gates within a technology library are structured to fit within a track with transistors patterned within the substrate. Standard cells exhibit several characteristics that affect the power network. Most notably, the size and material of the power and ground rails within the standard cells affect the resistance of the metal line. The height of a standard cell is typically controlled by lithographic limits introduced by double and quadruple patterning processes [15] . Standard cell gates are mirrored to ensure that two tracks share a common power rail, doubling the effective current load on the line. After the gates are placed, interconnections are routed among the internal gates, constraining the available metal resources.
CIRCUIT MODELS
The overall grid model consists of a global mesh model, a local rail model, and a load model, as illustrated in Figure 3 .
The global grid is modeled by an interdigitated mesh with the parameters described in [4] . The mesh size is determined by an effective mesh based on the space between the pads, as illustrated in Figure 2 (a). The model considers the physical area, supply current, and stage delay for each process technology (14 nm, 10 nm, and 7 nm). The global mesh, track rail, and load models are discussed in the following sections. 
Load model
The peak power noise is dependent on the clock network The load model is based on the current demands of a register and the adjacent gates within a standard cell track. An individual load on a track rail is modeled as a current source with a triangular load characteristic [12] , as illustrated in Those gates spatially adjacent to the register are also likely to switch at approximately the same time as the register and contribute to the local current draw. If an adjacent gate at the load switches before the track rail is recharged to the supply voltage, the magnitude of the noise increases. If the gate does not switch before the voltage is restored to VDD, the gate does not contribute to the peak noise. Recharging determines the noise window (t window ) during which the loads that switch within the window are summed and the gates that switch outside of the window are ignored. The noise window, which determines the recharge time of a track rail, is approximated by three RC time constants,
where N cell is the number of cells between each P/G pair, R cell and C cell are, respectively, the resistance and capacitance of the track rail within a standard cell, and C decap is the decoupling capacitance per cell. An adjacent logic gate only switches if the gate delay is within the noise window of the load. The delay of the adjacent gates is approximated by the delay of an inverter. The load current is
where t window is the noise window, tinv1 and Iinv1 are, respectively, the delay and peak current of a 1x inverter, Iinv4 is the peak current of a 4x inverter, and α is the switching factor of the circuit.
Rail model
Each local rail is modeled as a distributed resistor-capacitor with multiple loads, with the length of the rail determined by the space between two P/G pairs in the global power
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where D is the delay uncertainty. The logic depth is the number of gates between adjacent loads on a rail. The width of an inverter is used to estimate the size of a standard cell. The physical distance between loads on a local rail is therefore known. Based on this assumption, the total number of active loads and the impedance between each active load can be estimated. The logic depth is also used to determine the decoupling capacitance,
where Cgate is the gate capacitance of an inverter, and β is the fill factor of the standard cell layout. The fill factor is a common metric which is the fraction of silicon area occupied by the standard cells.
Striping of the power rail
Each track rail is typically distinct. Recently, however, connections between adjacent track rails have been used to reduce the local rail resistance and any associated power noise, as illustrated in Figure 5 (a). These connections between power ground rails, called stripes, ensure that loads on the adjacent rails interact. For any interaction, however, the worst case noise is equivalent to the case of a single track rail without striping. The maximum reduction in power noise from striping occurs when the adjacent rails do not have loads that switch at the same time. These two conditions, therefore, bound the potential noise generated by a circuit. The number of interacting rails is determined by approximating a set of rails as a resistive tree, as illustrated in Figure 5 (b). The resistance from the center load to the edge of the track rail is
where Rv is the resistance of a stripe, x is the number of additional branches, and a is the scaling factor of the resistance. As x increases, the error decreases. Note that (5) is used to estimate the maximum number of rails that minimizes the error. A distributed resistance across the rail is included in the model.
EVALUATION OF POWER NOISE
The model has been evaluated for power networks in 14 nm, 10 nm, and 7 nm CMOS FinFET technologies. The global power grid dimensions are determined from a 14 nm circuit. The global grid pitch is scaled to 10 nm and 7 nm. Model generation and simulation are based on MATLAB and Cadence Spectre. A power noise analysis with different technology nodes, stripes conditions, interconnect materials, and interconnect scaling scenarios is presented in the following sections.
Different technology nodes
The local VDD rails exhibit a peak power noise that ranges from 3% to 10% of VDD with a trend of increasing power noise with technology scaling. As the clock frequency supported by the track increases, the power noise increases in discrete steps, as illustrated in Figure 6 . Each step is due to an increase in the number of loads that simultaneously switch on a track rail, which corresponds to a relative decrease in logic depth. Local noise levels also increase with each technology node, although the magnitude of the noise is strongly dependent on the clock frequency and number of loads per rail. At lower frequencies with only a single load switching per rail, N10 and N07 exhibit, respectively, power noise increases of 0.7% and 1.8% as compared to N14. With higher frequencies with two loads per rail, the power noise increases by, respectively, 1.8% and 4.1%. This behavior is expected as the width of a standard cell gate is proportionally larger with scaled technologies, producing a larger track rail resistance per cell.
To measure the effects of power noise on circuit performance, a five stage ring oscillator (RO) is driven with power noise injected into both the power and ground rails. The per cent reduction in ring oscillator frequency is depicted in Figure 7 . As the power noise increases with frequency, the performance of the ring oscillator decreases. As expected, the RO performance increases with each technology generation and drops in discrete amounts with increasing clock frequency. Notably, the magnitude of the decrease in oscillator frequency is much higher in N07 than in N10 and N14, indicative of the increasing sensitivity to power noise with device scaling. At frequencies above 3 GHz, the performance of the N07 ring oscillator drops below the performance of the N10 ring oscillator operating at a lower clock frequency. Intuitively, the delay of an N07 circuit degrades, losing the advantages of scaling. Maintaining performance requires a proportionally smaller P/G pitch that is more aggressive than a linearly scaled grid.
Stripes across power rails
To reduce local power noise, an individual track rail can use multiple stripes to adjacent rails, each with a variable width. The noise exhibited by a 3.6 GHz circuit with striping for variable width and count is illustrated in Figure 8 . For reference, the peak noise of a 3.6 GHz circuit without striping for the N14, N10, N07 technology nodes are, respectively, 4.6%, 5.7%, 7.1%. The stripe count is the number of stripes per track rail, and the stripe width is the pitch of a stripe with additional via contacts. Both the stripe count and stripe width are normalized to the minimum metal pitch of the technology node.
Introducing striping reduces power noise by almost a factor of two for each technology, with a slight increase in noise reduction with each technology generation. The maximum stripe width and count, with nine stripes at a stripe width of ten, is impractical in conventional circuits for any technology node. In these cases, ten cells are between each stripe, and each stripe is approximately the size of four inverter cells. These additional interconnects cause significant routing congestion and area overhead. Much of the benefit, however, can be achieved by utilizing wide stripes. A single stripe with a stripe width of ten can reduce the power noise by almost a third for N14, N10, and N07. This reduction in noise is due to the relatively large resistance of the via contacts for each stripe. As the stripe width increases, additional via contacts can be added, reducing the effective resistance of the stripe, thereby lowering the resistance of the path to the power supply. At stripe counts greater than five, there are diminishing returns on the reduction in power noise. In this case, a stripe width above six reduces much of the power noise without incurring excessive overhead.
New material interconnects
Another way to reduce power noise is exploiting lower resistivity material in power grids. As illustrated in Figure  1 , the resistivity of graphene is comparable to copper in deeply scaled metal lines. Although integrating graphene with CMOS technology is not yet practical, graphene as an interconnect replacement would provide significant improvement in reducing power noise.
Power noise is evaluated for the 7 nm technology with five stripes across the power ground rails for three different materials. The resistivity of graphene is extracted from experimental data based on the local interconnect width used in 7 nm technology [9] . The theoretically lowest resistivity achievable by graphene is described here as ideal graphene and is used for comparative purposes. The third material Figure 10 : Peak noise in 3X, 4X, and 5X minimum metal pitch interconnect scaling scenarios with increasing clock frequencies in 7 nm technology.
is copper. As illustrated in Figure 9 , a large difference in power noise between graphene and copper is exhibited since the difference in resistivity is large in the 7 nm interconnect technology. A 59.1% reduction of peak noise is achieved with ideal graphene as compared with copper. The bottleneck is the vias between two adjacent metal layers, which is highly resistive in advanced technology nodes as compared to the resistance of the metal lines.
Power rail scaling
For a mesh global power grid, the pitch of each power/ground pair is decreased with technology scaling. The width of global power/ground interconnect is however fixed in advanced technology nodes to prevent an increase in impedance within the global power grid. Enlarging the width of the global power grid significantly increases on-chip area while also introducing larger parasitic capacitances between adjacent metal layers. For interdigitated local power rails, the pitch of the adjacent power and ground rail is proportional to the gate pitch to match the standard cell height for each technology node. The width of the local power rail is proportional to the minimum metal pitch of each technology. This scaling process is a primary source of power noise due to IR drops.
In evaluating power noise, the local power rail width is set to three times the minimum metal pitch of each technology. With technology scaling, a tradeoff should be considered between the footprint of the local power rails and the impedance characteristics of the power rails to satisfy power noise budgets in advanced technology nodes. A smaller standard cell height makes it possible to increase the on-chip area of the local power rails while maintaining performance improvements over previous technology nodes. As illustrated in Figure 10 , a 32.4% reduction in peak noise is exhibited after increasing the power rail width from three times to five times the minimum metal pitch in 7 nm technology. As compared with Figure 9 , the reduction in power noise with larger power rail widths is lower than exploiting new interconnect materials. Changing the metal width is however more practical since it does not require novel fabrication and integration technologies. Increasing the width of the local power rail degrades the performance due to the large area overhead of the local metal layer.
CONCLUSIONS
An exploratory modeling methodology is proposed for assessing power network noise in standard cell digital circuits. Models are evaluated for 14, 10, and 7 nm technologies to evaluate noise trends. It is shown that local resistive noise increases with technology scaling. The effects of the local stripes are evaluated on power grids, exhibiting a 2x reduction in local power noise. Trends evaluating the effects of noise on performance are also discussed. The sensitivity to power noise is shown to increase with clock frequency and scaling, potentially reducing performance gains achievable in deeply scaled technology nodes. Performance degradation in 7 nm is sufficiently severe that no delay advantage to linear scaling is exhibited. Below 10 nm, more aggressive power networks with a shorter distance between adjacent P/G pairs are required to compensate for the increase in noise. Exploiting new materials in on-chip interconnect exhibits good potential to lower power noise in advanced technology nodes. Tradeoffs between power noise and performance need to be carefully considered when scaling local power rails.
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